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## A Monthly Update of New and Noteworthy Acquisitions from East View Geospatial

### Topographic and Geological Map Series

#### Argentina Geological Maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Purchase</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21-10-003</td>
<td>PURCHASE</td>
<td>Geological Map of Colombia.</td>
<td>Ministerio de Minas y Energia (Colombia). Published 2007. Scale 1:1,000,000. Shows formations by geological era and composition. Includes insets of Bouguer gravity anomaly map, tectonic framework, and physiographic map. In English. 2 sheets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-10-004</td>
<td>PURCHASE</td>
<td>Mapa Gravimetrico de Colombia Anomalia Total de Bouguer.</td>
<td>Ministerio de Minas y Energia (Colombia). Published 1998. Scale 1:1,000,000. Shows gravimetric anomalies by contour at 10 mgal intervals. In Spanish. 1 sheet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-10-005</td>
<td>PURCHASE</td>
<td>Mapa Hidrogeologico de Colombia.</td>
<td>Ministerio de Minas y Energia (Colombia). Published 1989. Scale 1:1,000,000. Shows areas by permeability and hydrogeological and lithological characteristics. In Spanish. 1 sheet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-10-006</td>
<td>PURCHASE</td>
<td>Mapa Geologico de la Republica de Cuba.</td>
<td>Centro Investigaciones Geologicas (Cuba). Published 1985. Scale 1:500,000. Shows formations by era, type, and composition. Includes cross-sections and inset structural, magnetic, and gravimetric maps. In Spanish. 5 sheets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-10-008</td>
<td>PURCHASE</td>
<td>Mapa de Yacimientos Manifestaciones Minerales No Metalicos y Combustibles.</td>
<td>Instituto de Geologia y Paleontologia (Cuba). Published 1988. Scale 1:500,000. Shows the locations of non-metallic minerals and fuel sources. In Spanish. 5 sheets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Democratic Republic of the Congo Geological Maps
21-10-010 | PURCHASE
Carte Geologique / Geologische Kaart.
Institut Geographique Militaire / Militair Geographisch Instituut (Belgium). Published 1950. Scale 1:5,000,000. Shows geological formations by type with a description. Also covers Rwanda and Burundi. In French and Dutch. 1 sheet.

Scientific and Specialty Atlases and Books
Featured Atlases
21-10-011 | $86.00 | PURCHASE

The Society volume (number 3 of 4) of the new Hungarian National Atlas series focuses on Hungary’s society, offering an overview of the spatial dynamics of the population and exploring historical roots. Several chapters analyze the interconnections and interactions between the human and natural environments (e.g., the human side of living conditions and quality of life, housing conditions and the municipal environment). The thematic maps discuss diverse topics such as fertility, live births out of wedlock, life expectancy, the main causes of death, resident foreigners, the cross-border migration of Hungarians, daily commuting abroad, ageing, marriage, divorce, cohabitation, ethno-linguistic structure, religiosity, educational level, unemployment, income inequalities, sub-urbanization, the types and dynamics of urban and rural settlements, the changing face of Budapest and its agglomeration, hospital care, social welfare, the first year of Covid-19, internet use, housing conditions, the housing market, road accidents and crime.

21-10-012 | $175.00 | PURCHASE
Chernoe i Azovskoe moria : ekologicheskii atlas [Black and Azov Seas: Ecological Atlas, Черное и Азовское моря : экологический атлас]

This Atlas acquaints readers with the species - biological indicators of marine Arctic ecosystems, adopted in accordance with the order of the Ministry of Natural Resources of Russia dated September 22, 2015 No. 25-r “On approval of the list of flora and fauna species that are indicators of the sustainable state of marine ecosystems in the Arctic zone of the Russian Federation.” The publication is one of the stages in the implementation of the program for the conservation of the biological diversity of marine ecosystems at the licensed areas of PJSC NK Rosneft in the Arctic zone of the Russian Federation. The publication contains a description of 61 species. In the chapters that precede the descriptions of the species, a brief description of the seas of the Russian Arctic is presented and the methods of biological indication are described. The final chapter is devoted to the assessment of biological diversity at the Company’s license areas. The book provides an opportunity to obtain brief and up-to-date information on the features of biology, distribution, population structure, economic significance, natural and anthropogenic threats to the described species. The Atlas contains original illustrations, photographs and maps of species distribution areas.

China Atlases
21-10-013 | $30.00 | PURCHASE
1920 nian hai yuan te da di zhen you fa [Atlas of Loess Landslides Induced by the Great Haiyuan Earthquake in 1920, 1920年海原特大地震诱发黄土滑坡图集]

21-10-014 | $71.00 | PURCHASE
Bei ji hai yang di zhi yu zi yuan huan jing tu ji [Atlas of Arctic Marine Geology and Resources and Environment, 北极海洋地质与资源环境图集]

21-10-015 | $60.00 | PURCHASE
Bohai Shandong hai yu hai yang bao hu qu sheng wu duo yang xing tu ji : lu sheng zhi bei [Atlas of Biodiversity of Shandong Marine Reserve in Bohai Sea: Terrestrial Vegetation, 渤海山东海域海洋保护区生物多样性图集：陆生植被]
Bohai zhong bu sheng tai huan jing jian ce tu ji [Atlas of Ecological Environment Monitoring in Central Bohai Sea, 海中西部生态环境监测图集]

Chongqing shi kai zhou qu bao yu hong lao feng xian qu hua tu ji [Atlas of Storm and Flood Risk Zoning in Kaizhou District, 长庆市开州区暴雨洪水风险区划图集]

Chongqing shi kai zhou qu gan han feng xian qu hua tu ji [Atlas of Drought Risk Zoning in Kaizhou District, 长庆市开州区干旱风险区划图集]

Donghai qu zhu yao jing ji zhong lei san chang yi tong dao ji bao hu qu tu ji [Atlas of Three Major Economic Types in the East China Sea, 东海区主要经济种类三场一通道及保护区图集]

Feizhou you qi kan tan kai fa xing shi tu ji [Atlas of Africa's Oil and Gas Exploration and Development Situation, 非洲油气勘探开发形势图集]

Gansu sheng zhong xiao he liu yu bao yu hong lao zai hai feng xian qu hua tu ji [Atlas of the Risk Zoning of Rainstorm and Flood Disasters in the Middle and Small River Basins of Gansu Province, 甘肃省中小河流域暴雨洪涝灾害风险区划图集]

Ganzhou shi tu di zhi liang di qiu hua xue diao cha cheng guo tu ji [Atlas of Land Quality and Geochemical Survey Results in Ganzhou City, 赣州市土地质量地球化学调查成果图集]

Huabei ke la tong po huai tu ji [Atlas of Destruction of the North China Craton, 华北克拉通破坏图集]

Tang dai jiao tong tu kao (quan liu ce bing fu di tu ji 1 dai) [A Study of Traffic Maps in the Tang Dynasty (six volumes in one set), 唐代交通图考（全六册并附地图集1袋）]

Wai guo suo hui jin dai Zhongguo cheng shi di tu zong mu ti yao (cai tu ban) [General Summary of Modern Chinese City Maps Drawn by Foreign Countries (Color Version), 外国所绘近代中国城市地图总目录提要(彩图版)]

This book mainly includes modern maps of cities or towns in China that are surveyed and produced by foreigners. At the same time, in order to fully show the history of the evolution of Chinese city maps drawn by foreign countries, the editor of this book also includes some of the creations in the pre-modern era. In the early modern times, foreigners who did not use the actual measurement technology of modern times drew Chinese city maps, as well as some detailed city bird’s-eye maps or painted maps drawn by people or institutions in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Japan and other countries to facilitate comparative research.

Xi nan Yindu yang hai di re huo dong du xue ke zong he yu jian tu jing [Atlas of Multidisciplinary Comprehensive Research on Submarine Hydrothermal Activities in the Southwestern Indian Ocean, 西南印度洋海底热液活动多学科综合研究图集]

Xizang hu bo yao gan dian jian ce tu ji [An Atlas of Remote Sensing Dynamic Monitoring of Lakes in Tibet, 西藏湖泊遥感动态监测图集]

Yimeng shan qu shui wen di zhi diao cha cheng guo tu ji [Atlas of Hydrogeological Survey Results in Yimeng Mountain Area, 沂蒙山区水文地质调查成果图集]

Zhongguo ke xue yuan jin hai hai yang guan ce yan jiu wang luo Huanghai zhan, Donghaizhan guan ce shu ju tu ji (2009.06-2010.12) [The Yellow Sea Station and the East China Sea Station Observation Data Set of the Offshore Ocean Observation and Research Network of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (2009.06-2010.12), 中国科学院近海海洋观测研究网络]
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Other Atlases

21-10-043 | $47.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas historique du Pays de Genève : volume 2 : communes réunies, communes démembrées

21-10-044 | $66.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas historyczny Galicji [Historical Atlas of Galicia]

The Historical Atlas of Galicia is the first cartographic study of the history of the Kingdom of Galicia in the years 1772-1919. On 80 exceptionally detailed and extremely carefully prepared maps and charts, it presents the history of the Polish lands which, as a result of the first and third partition of Poland, became part of the Habsburg empire under the name of the Kingdom of Galicia and Lodomeria. The maps analyze not only the political history of Galicia and its changing borders, but also many other aspects of the history of Polish lands under Austrian rule.

21-10-045 | $42.00 | PURCHASE

21-10-046 | $54.00 | PURCHASE
De l'océan Indien au monde : atlas des espaces d'appartenance de La Réunion [From the Indian Ocean to the World: Atlas of Reunion Island's Belonging Spaces]

Reunion belongs to several spaces for geographical, historical or institutional purposes: it emerges in the southwest of the Indian Ocean, but it is a French European island. Along with other former colonies, it is part of the French overseas territories and the outermost regions of the European Union. At a time of globalization, it shares all the concerns of the planet. We should know France and Europe well with which our relations are almost exclusive, but this is not always the case. We are turning our backs, so to speak, on our neighbors in the Indian Ocean with whom our exchanges remain limited. We ignore the other islands of the “archipelago France” and even more the other outermost European regions. And what about the global issues that seem far away to us, when, like the islands, the Earth is a “finite” world.

---

21-10-039 | $48.00 | PURCHASE
Zhongguo shi tan ji : di ceng ji biao zhi hua shi tu ji

21-10-040 | $71.00 | PURCHASE

21-10-041 | $250.00 | PURCHASE
Zhongguo zhu yao mei tan gui hua kuang qu mei zhi te zheng tu ji [An Atlas of Coal Quality Characteristics of China's Major Coal Mining Areas, 中国主要煤炭矿区煤质特征图集]

21-10-042 | $47.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas de l'anthropocène [Anthropocene Atlas]

This atlas allows readers to understand why it is futile to claim, dominate, control, or own the Earth. Climate change, erosion of biodiversity, demographic change, urbanization, air pollution, soil deterioration, natural disasters, industrial accidents, health crises, social mobilizations, international summits...here is the first atlas bringing together all the data on the ecological crises of our time.
21-10-047 | $38.00 | PURCHASE
Grand atlas 2022 [Great Atlas 2022]
Autrement, France. 144 pages. ISBN 9782746760912.
In French. 2021.
More than 100 new and updated maps and 50 infographics and documents - A complete overview of the major international issues.

21-10-048 | $48.00 | PURCHASE
Guan cang 19-20 shi ji Taiwan li shi di tu [Historical maps of Taiwan of the 19th to 20th century of the collection of the national Taiwan museum, 館藏19-20世紀臺灣歷史地圖]
There are 172 historical maps of Taiwan in the collection of the National Taiwan Museum. Among them, the largest number is from the early 19th to 20th centuries, with 115 pieces, accounting for two-thirds of the total. It can be said to be the main body of the historical map collection of Taiwan.

21-10-049 | $80.00 | PURCHASE
Learning solutions: senior secondary atlas
This user-friendly atlas is specifically designed to meet the needs of Nigerian Secondary School students, but can be used for home reference or anyone studying geography, history and political science.

21-10-050 | $95.00 | PURCHASE
Minsk na staradaunikh kartakh i planakh [Minsk On Old Maps And Plans, Мінск на стараўніх картах і планах]
The album makes it possible to visually see the development of Minsk over the course of two centuries (1750-1940s). It publishes the first known plan of Minsk and the first known engraving of the city, all plans of the 18th century known to historians, as well as later ones.
The reader, and especially the inhabitant of the capital, will be interested to learn about the peculiarities of the city’s life in the past centuries, about the already legendary places that have survived in the modern names of districts, streets or metro stations.

Services: Approval Plans, Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique needs and specifications. With many years of experience serving academic, public and government libraries with foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services and solutions, including custom map and data production, and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized solutions for your mapping needs.